Infor Sales and Operations Planning

Gain confidence
The sales and operations planning (S&OP) process can
confront you with endless obstacles and
annoyances—miscommunications, inconsistent data,
erroneous assumptions, and poor visibility. Because
each department brings its own set of constraints and
priorities to the process, firm-wide strategic planning
often feels frustrating, if not futile. A comprehensive
technology platform for sales and operations planning
that’s designed to streamline, standardize, and
accelerate the sales and operations planning process,
can make an enormous difference in the speed and
clarity of your strategic decision making and help you
achieve better performance.

Align operations and strategy
Infor® Sales & Operations Planning (S&OP) helps your
decision makers collaborate to reach consensus on a
single operating plan that encompasses the needs of
your entire enterprise. You’ll gain a comprehensive
view of demand, supply, and finance that helps you
match your strategic business plan to your operational
capabilities. When you can streamline and record the
flow of planning information across all departments, all
functions, and all levels of your company, you’ll be able
to create a consensus plan that will produce the best
possible business results.

Make better decisions
You can rapidly build a framework for better supply
chain planning, financial planning, performance
management, and analytics, with Infor S&OP—which
provides a platform for real-time, repeatable, and
sustainable sales and operations planning. You’ll also
be ready to build a truly social, fully collaborative S&OP
process by combining the collaborative capabilities of
Infor Ming.le™, our innovative social business platform,
with the planning power of Infor S&OP. By using the
pre-configured processes and key performance
indicators in Infor S&OP, you’ll be able to:

• Analyze your options—When you can create and
track multiple "what-if" simulations of your plan, you’ll
understand the implications of each version against
the baseline plan before you commit time and
resources. Infor S&OP lets you drill down from
planned sales numbers into the details of sales and
production orders to gain a clear understanding of
how your strategies are working out in actual
practice. Based on the results of these "what-if"
simulations, executives can make tactical and
strategic adjustments that produce the best
business results.
• See how you performed—It's not enough to
believe you made a successful decision; you need
to know what worked, why it worked, and what may
have happened that you didn’t expect.
Unsuccessful decisions demand even greater
scrutiny, to prevent repeating past mistakes. To get
the answers you need, Infor S&OP helps you
analyze business performance, creating tabular and
graphical reports that feature drill down capabilities
so that you can see any source details you need. As
a result, you can learn from your decisions, both
good and bad.
• Create one set of data—With complete and
accurate business information immediately available
throughout your company, decision makers can
make more confident, timely decisions because
they all work from the same set of data. Infor S&OP
helps you gather critical business information from
many sources, assemble it a central location, and
tailor it for each employee according to job function
and preferred language.
• Implement S&OP best practices—You’ll gain a
quick path to developing a fully mature S&OP
process with the help of pre-built best practices
content, including reports, workflows, KPIs, and
planning calendars.
• Create a fully auditable and repeatable S&OP
process—Sometimes you need to know why past
decisions were made before changing them or
making new ones. The system records all decisions,
communications, and tasks, so that you can always
track why certain decisions were made and who
made them.

• Ensure correct completion of key activities—Your
users will adhere more closely to the business
processes you've created because the prescriptive
workflow engine in Infor S&OP creates tasks and alerts
that ensure key activities get completed on time and
in full.
• Collaborate more effectively—Collaboration is the
key to successful sales and operations planning. When
you have a single platform that allows everyone to
review plans, track outstanding tasks, monitor
workflows, and initiate individual escalations from
across the enterprise, you have a collaborative process
that can improve end-to-end performance. By
enhancing Infor S&OP with Infor Ming.le, you can
“follow” people, tasks, events, and processes, allowing
everyone to react quickly to changing customer and
market requests. You’ll also make all communications
traceable, which makes it easier to find the discussions
and documents you need.
• Manage risk better—You can reduce risk and develop
better contingency plans when you rely on Infor S&OP
to build a historical archive of all decisions.
Prepare quickly and efficiently for the pre-S&OP
meeting—Reduce the hours you spend manually
creating reports and presentations for the pre-S&OP
meeting by letting Infor S&OP generate playbooks.
You'll not only save time and effort, you’ll also be able
to apply the same structure and flow to every
pre-S&OP meeting, making sure to highlight the key
decisions, risks, and opportunities that demand action.
• Easily visualize new business opportunities—With
integrated GIS capability, you’ll have maps showing
where different products perform best, where profit
margins are higher, and where costs are a concern.

Plan to maximize profits
No matter how mature your S&OP process, your strategic
sales and operations planning can improve dramatically
when you implement Infor Sales & Operations Planning to
boost profitability and company-wide performance.
But Infor S&OP does far more than accelerate planning—it
also helps streamline your business processes and helps
your people work together more efficiently across multiple
disciplines to build plans and get profitable business
results. Only Infor S&OP gives you this unique
combination:
• Planning features—Performance management,
optimization, and predictive analytics help you make
more accurate plans.
• Business process capabilities—Infor ION™ workflow,
task management, escalation, and alerting capabilities
that allow you to respond to new situations faster.
• Collaboration support—Infor Ming.le to help
employees work together more efficiently across your
entire organization, providing true social S&OP.
By aligning operations, financial, and marketing
organizations around the same strategic goals, you’ll be
able to more easily match production plans with customer
demands and sales objectives. You’ll also allow your
S&OP process to grow with your business, while reducing
costs and improving revenue.
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